HOW TO CITE
MENTAL MEASUREMENTS YEARBOOKS
AND TEST REVIEWS

GENERAL FORMAT FOR THE 19TH MMY AND SUBSEQUENT VOLUMES

Editor, A. A., Editor, B. B., & Editor, C. C. (Eds.). (date). The <spell out number> mental measurements yearbook. Buros Center for Testing.

For example:

TO CITE A TEST REVIEW FROM A PRINT VOLUME:
Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In A. A. Editor, B. B. Editor, & C. C. Editor (Eds.), The <spell out number> mental measurements yearbook (pp. xxx–xxx). Buros Center for Testing.

TO CITE A TEST REVIEW RETRIEVED VIA AN AGGREGATOR (E.G., EBSCO OR OVID)*:
Use the format above but omit page numbers.

TO CITE A TEST REVIEW FROM TEST REVIEWS ONLINE*:
Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In A. A. Editor, B. B. Editor, & C. C. Editor (Eds.), The <spell out number> mental measurements yearbook. http://marketplace.unl.edu/buros/

Sample review citation from print volume:

Sample review citation from Test Reviews Online:

* Reviews published electronically that are scheduled for publication in a forthcoming volume may be cited as advance online publications.
GENERAL FORMAT FOR THE 9TH MMY THROUGH THE 18TH MMY

Editor, A. A., Editor, B. B., & Editor, C. C. (Eds.). (date). The <spell out number> mental measurements yearbook. Buros Institute of Mental Measurements.

For example:


TO CITE A TEST REVIEW FROM A PRINT VOLUME:

Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In A. A. Editor, B. B. Editor, & C. C. Editor (Eds.), The <spell out number> mental measurements yearbook (pp. xxx–xxx). Buros Institute of Mental Measurements.

TO CITE A TEST REVIEW RETRIEVED VIA AN AGGREGATOR (E.G., EBSCO OR OVID):

Use the format above but omit page numbers.

TO CITE A TEST REVIEW FROM TEST REVIEWS ONLINE:

Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In A. A. Editor, B. B. Editor, & C. C. Editor (Eds.), The <spell out number> mental measurements yearbook. http://marketplace.unl.edu/buros/

Sample review citation from print volume:


Sample review citation from Test Reviews Online:

GENERAL FORMAT FOR THE 1938 MMY THROUGH THE 8TH MMY

Buros, O. K. (Ed.). (date). The <provide date or spell out number> mental measurements yearbook. Publisher.

For example:

TO CITE A TEST REVIEW FROM YEARBOOKS PUBLISHED BETWEEN 1938 AND 1985:
Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In O. K. Buros (Ed.), The <provide date or spell out number> mental measurements yearbook (pp. xxx–xxx). Publisher.

TO CITE A TEST REVIEW RETRIEVED VIA AN AGGREGATOR (E.G., EBSCO OR OVID):
Use the format above but omit page numbers.

Sample review citation:
HOW TO CITE

TESTS IN PRINT AND TEST ENTRIES

GENERAL FORMAT FOR TIP IX AND SUBSEQUENT VOLUMES

Editor, A. A., Editor, B. B., & Editor, C. C. (Eds.). (date). Tests in print <provide Roman numeral>. Buros Center for Testing.

For example:

GENERAL FORMAT FOR TIP III THROUGH TIP VIII

Editor, A. A., Editor, B. B., & Editor, C. C. (Eds.). (date). Tests in print <provide Roman numeral>. Buros Institute of Mental Measurements.

For example:

GENERAL FORMAT FOR TIP AND TIP II

Buros, O. K. (Ed.). (date). Tests in print <provide Roman numeral, if applicable>. Publisher.

For example:

TO CITE A TEST ENTRY FROM TESTS IN PRINT:

Title of entry. (date). In A. A. Editor & B. B. Editor (Eds.), Tests in Print <provide Roman numeral, as appropriate>. (pp. xxx–xxx). Publisher.

Sample entry citation:

Entries published electronically that are scheduled for publication in a forthcoming volume may be cited as advance online publications.
HOW TO CITE

PRUEBAS PUBLICADAS EN ESPAÑOL
AND TEST ENTRIES

GENERAL FORMAT FOR PRUEBAS PUBLICADAS EN ESPAÑOL

Editor, A. A., Editor, B. B., & Editor, C. C. (Eds.). (date). Pruebas publicadas en español <provide Roman numeral, as appropriate>: An index of Spanish tests in print. Buros Center for Testing.

For example:


TO CITE A TEST ENTRY FROM PRUEBAS PUBLICADAS EN ESPAÑOL:


Sample entry citation:


Entries published electronically that are scheduled for publication in a forthcoming volume may be cited as advance online publications.